Adaptation of pulmonary receptors in the spontaneously breathing anaesthetized rat.
It has been suggested that species with high breathing frequencies have pulmonary stretch receptors which adapt more rapidly than species with low breathing frequencies. This has proved not to be so. Our hypothesis is that this theory is in fact correct if modified so that overall rate of adaptation of afferent vagal activity, i.e. the sum of stretch and rapidly adapting receptors, is considered. A rapidly breathing species, such as the rat, would thus have a greater proportion of rapidly adapting receptors, than a more slowly breathing species. To test this hypothesis, we measured the proportion of rapidly adapting pulmonary mechanoreceptors in spontaneously breathing rats for comparison with existing results from more slowly breathing species. We found there to be one rapidly adapting receptor for every three slowly adapting receptors present. This measurement has not previously been made in spontaneously breathing rats. The ratio of rapidly to slowly adapting pulmonary receptors in the species sequence cat-rabbit-rat is the same as the ratio of their breathing frequencies (3:4:10). We propose that the difference in proportion of slowly to rapidly adapting pulmonary receptors in different species may be related to their eupnoeic breathing frequency.